Apparel and Knitwear

SHIMA SEIKI SSR 112:
Computerized flat knitting machine
Founded in 1962 for the
development, manufacturing of
computerized flat knitting machines,
automatic fabric cutting machine, gloves,
sock knitting machines, and design
systems Shima Seiki is one of the leaders
in the computerised flat knitting
machines.
Over the years, Shima Seiki has
inherited the know-how and experience
as the leading manufacturing of
computerized WHOLE GARMENT flat
and glove knitting machine. The main
function of Shima Seiki machines is to
increase the overall productivity, with its
maximum speed; providing flexible
support for the varying market demands.
It uses the latest technologies like R2
Quicker Carriage Return with Digital
Stitch Control System (DSCS), Spring
loaded Full-Sinker Systems, and many

more to attain that perfect technological
edge in the global market.

SSR 112, computerized flat
knitting machine
SHIMA SEIKI's SSR computerized flat
knitting machine offers increased
productivity with a maximum knitting
speed of 1.2 meters per second, as well
as with the R2CARRIAGE System that
achieves quicker carriage returns.
It also carries proven SHIMA SEIKI
technology such as our renowned Digital
Stitch Control System (DSCS), springloaded Full-Sinker System, Stitch Presser,
Yarn Gripper, and Cutter and Takedown
Comb. Furthermore, made-in-Japan
quality, reliability, productivity, userfriendliness, and cost-performance
combine to satisfy the high expectations
of the world's fashion industry.

The World's First Digital Stitch Device,
the Digital Stitch Control System(DSCS)
can be programmed with the desired loop
length, after which it monitors yarn
consumption continuously and adjusts
yarn feed and tension to yield consistency
throughout the fabric to within a
remarkable ±1% tolerance. The result is
quality control that is essential to shaping
and integral garment production.
SSR features the Rapid Response
R2CARRIAGE System which achieves
quicker carriage returns after each course,
resulting in a significant increase in
productivity. Other improvements in
hardware and software have also increased
maximum knitting speed.

TOLKAR SMARTEX Miracle: Fully automatic
washer extractors
TOLKAR has established in 1969 as a family
business for producing textile processing and
commercial laundry machines at IZMIR, Camdibi
(Turkey).
Tolkar’s state of the art of Washer Extractors called
MIRACLE Series with its new invention “PolyRib ECO
Drum” (Patented).
The Poly-RibTM drum is a revolutionary drum
structure with multiple small ribs (wings) instead of 3
or 4 large beaters. This drum structure provides a
better rubbing action on garments/linens, therefore
increasing the effectiveness of dirt removal whereas
better rinsing is obtained through rainy/shover
effects. It also avoids the occasional problem of
tearing of large bed sheets, when extracted at very
high speeds. Besides, it is suitable for delicates by
means of multiple ribs.
The ECOTM Drum is also another revolution in
washing technologies. As water shortage is becoming
the most important problem in the world at present
days. TOLKAR has aimed to design completely new
system in order to operate the washing machines with
less water up to 50% and last, but not the least,
TOLKAR is proud to introduce the ECOTM Drum

